Task Administration
CLICK
to create a new
Performance Review Task

Option

Active

Dynamicall
y Assigned

Copy
View
Settings

Description

Activate or deactivate a task by selecting the Active option next to the task.
Inactive tasks are not implemented. Any modifications to the Active options are
not saved until the Save button is clicked.
If a task is dynamically assigned, it is assigned to users who meet the specified
criteria. If a user leaves the OU, they can no longer access the task. If a user joins
the OU during the Task Period, they are automatically assigned the task. Any
modifications to the Dynamically Assigned options are not saved until the Save
button is clicked.
Click this option to copy the performance review task.
Click this option to view the settings of the in progress performance review task.

Edit

Editing is dependent on the status of the performance review task (some status’
allow for full, partial or no edit).

Add Users

Click this option to add users to the performance review task. The Add User icon
is only available for tasks that are still within the assignment period. Adding
users is a multi-step process that may take up to 24 hours. To verify that the
users have been successfully added to the task, click the View Details icon to
open the task details page.

View Task
Details
Delete

Click this option to view the details of the performance review task.
Click this option to delete the performance review task. This option is only
available for tasks that have not yet begun.

General Page

ENTER Title (100 character limit)
ENTER Description (500 character limit)

ENTER Instructions (3000 character limit)

SELECT Standard Task or Off Cycle Task
(Off Cycle: task will not have a static assignment date)

SELECT review task category to associate
(optional)

Date Criteria

SELECT From and To
fields to define when the
system begins and stops
assigning review tasks to
eligible individuals
SPECIFY when the review
is due in its entirety
(fixed date or relative date)

Review Period
SET the period of time for
which the employee is being
reviewed
(fixed date or relative date)

Availability

Assignment Criteria
DEFINE how the
review task is
assigned.

DETERMINE who is assigned the review task; CLICK add

Ratings
CHOOSE how ratings display in the review

CLICK edit icon

Attachments

to edit the overall rating scale for this particular task

Employee Information
CHOOSE how Employee
Information appears on
the Review

SELECT to allow attachments

Review Steps
CLICK
to add steps to review

ENTER Title (100 character limit)

SELECT who is performing the review

Review Sections
CLICK
to add sections to review

SELECT which sections the reviewer needs to complete during the review. The
sections that appear are sections that have been previously created.

The sequence and weight of the step, when the step is due, and how the step can
be submitted is determined here.

Option

Description

Sequence

Determines the order in which the reviewers complete the performance review. Enter a sequence number for the
steps. If a sequence is entered, then the tasks for each step is not be sent to that reviewer until the reviewer who
was immediately before them in the sequence has submitted their review.

Weight

Determines how the weight of the ratings in each section fits into the overall calculation of the review ratings. If
a step's weight is set to 0%, the step is essentially used for informational purposes, and the scores in that step
have no impact on the overall review rating. The total of all step weights must be 100%.

Assignees

Displays to whom the step is assigned.

Due Date

Date by which the review step must be completed. This is specified by clicking the Define Date Criteria icon

Date Options
Sections
Allow Manager to Reopen
Previous Steps

Displays any date options that are set for the step.
Displays the number of sections contained in the step. Click the View link next to this value to open a pop-up
that displays the title of the step and for each section within the step, the title, version, and type are displayed.
Each step must have at least one section.
Selecting this option allows the manager to reopen previous steps

SELECT Summary options

CHOOSE to display confirmation page

SELECT to allow batch ratings
(

CHOOSE additional options

SELECT Summary options

CONFIRM

SAVE review task

